New Zealand Supplemental Code of Conduct ANFS 16W
Faculty directors Lesa Griffiths and Susan Truehart

I agree to the following general rules for conduct while on the study abroad program to New Zealand:

1. Whenever I leave campus, I will sign out and be honest about where I am going and when I expect to return.

2. When I leave on a weekend excursion, I will leave the faculty directors with a copy of my itinerary and phone numbers for each night.

3. I will attend all class meetings and class field trips.

4. I will be on time for class and for the bus.

5. I will not talk on the bus or have an MP3 player or telephone plugged into my ears when tour guides or faculty are talking.

6. I will not sleep on the bus while tour guides or faculty are talking.

7. I will ask questions of our hosts.

8. I will not consume more than 2 alcoholic drinks on any occasion/event officially associated with the trip, including on flights at meals in dining halls on official field trips which include dinner.

9. I will not use any illegal drugs.

10. I will be tolerant of the other students and respect their opinions and natures.

11. I will treat the PA/TA/RA with the same respect afforded any instructor or professor.

12. I will be tolerant, polite and friendly to ALL people we encounter.

13. If I am having a problem, I will talk to one of the faculty directors and/or PA as soon as possible so that it can be resolved.

14. I will participate in the process of writing thank you notes and presenting the notes and gifts (provided by UD) to our hosts.

15. I will not tweet or put any text or images on any social-networking web-site, including Face Book and Twitter and any blogs that portrays myself or any other UD student violating the UD Code—of-Conduct or engaging in behavior that would cast a negative light on the University or the study abroad program.

Signature __________________________ Date __________